
Smart hotel. 
Smart idea.



The ideal 
control solution.
Control4® Suite Systems is the ideal automation and energy management solution 

for the hospitality industry. With an affordable, scalable platform, standards-based 

wired and wireless technology and broad-based integration, Control4 is a smart, 

realistic, flexible solution for any property. Suite Systems provides real savings while 

allowing you to become eco-friendly and provide your guests with a superior,  

personalized experience. 

A wise investment.
Adding a control solution to your property just makes sense. With Control4® Suite 

Systems, you can easily integrate lighting, shade, HVAC, entertainment and security 

controls using one platform, while enjoying convenient centralized management.  

Control4 Suite Systems also enables powerful energy management solutions for 

you, and your guests, so you can realize significant savings in a short period of  

time and see actual return on your investment. 

And while you’re enjoying the bottom line benefits, your guests will be basking 

in a level of personalized luxury and control that practically reinvents the 

guestroom experience. 

Affordable 

Control4 Suite Systems brings you the benefits of a practical, reliable automation 

system at a price that fits into your budget.

Easy to Install

Control4 Suite Systems delivers both wired and wireless solutions for installation  

in new construction or retrofits of properties.

Easy to Use

Control4 Suite Systems makes life Everyday Easy™ for you and your guests by  

offering intuitive solutions that your guests can easily use.

Energy Efficient

Control4 Suite Systems offers an unobtrusive way to conserve money and  

resources by managing lighting and HVAC systems in unoccupied rooms and  

giving guests green settings.

“Many big companies and states  

are increasingly steering their travel 

business to hotels that meet ‘green’ 

environmental standards.”

     – USA TODAY 



Redefining the 
guest experience.
Control4® Suite Systems is the first standards-based, door-to-drapes, automation 

and entertainment control technology for hotel and resort owners. Your guests 

will be able to use a single remote to control draperies, lighting, room temperature, 

room status, television, music, and video systems. With the same remote, your guests  

can schedule wake-up calls and make requests for services such as valet, house-

keeping, room service, spa and more, giving them the unprecedented ability to 

create an environment perfectly suited for their stay.

Control4 Suite Systems can easily store profiles for each of your guests, so you  

can automatically set the room to their preferences the next time they check  

in, ensuring that they enjoy personalized comfort and convenience each and 

every stay.

Green settings allow guests to voluntarily “green their stay” by selecting their 

preferences for light level, room temperature and the frequency of linen changes. 

When your guests are voluntarily opting in for energy management, you’re not 

only saving the earth, you’re saving money.

Green settings allow guests to 

“green their stay.” When your 

guests are voluntarily opting 

in for energy management, 

you’re not only saving the 

earth, you’re saving money.



The positive realities 
of energy management.
Control4® Suite Systems gives you the power to save energy while actually  

improving the guest experience. You can automatically set heating or cooling,  

and turn off lights, entertainment systems, and any other electronic devices in the 

guest room as soon as the guest checks out. This alone can provide a staggering 

amount in energy savings. In fact, many hotels can recoup the cost of installing 

hotel energy automation within two or three years. Plus Control4 Suite Systems 

can help qualify your hotel for the Leadership in Energy and Environmental  

Design (LEED) certification.

The wireless nature of the Control4 system also virtually eliminates the need  

for costly conduit and wiring in traditional construction—saving money in  

construction costs and helping the environment by consuming fewer  

construction materials. 

“Why Control4 is the Company 

to Beat in Home Energy Man-

agement (and Why Microsoft, 

Google, Intel, and Sony are 

lining up to do the beating)

Control4 has the best answer we’ve seen 

so far. The company combines technical 

specs robust enough for the most de-

manding utility, an interface easy enough 

for the most tech-averse consumer, and 

applications cool enough to make any 

neighbor jealous.”

     – SMARTGRIDNEWS.COM



Solutions built for you.
Control4® Suite Systems can provide a complete “door to drapes” automation solution 

or simple HVAC control. One of the best things about Control4 Suite Systems is that 

it’s modular and scalable. You can start with one feature like energy management, 

and reap in real energy savings, and then add other features and functions as your 

budgets allow. Or you could start by featuring Control4 Suite Systems in just your 

luxury suites and then expand to add control to other guestrooms when you’re ready. 

This scalable, affordable approach to hotel automation is unique to Control4 Suite 

Systems. Control4 leverages IEEE standards-based wired and wireless technology, 

so it’s easy for you to add or change control features and to integrate with a broad 

range of products.

The flexible platform and wireless solutions also make Control4 Suite Systems an  

ideal solution for new hotel construction or retrofitting an existing hotel, which is 

especially helpful for properties bound by historical regulations.

CONTROL4 – A SCALABLE SOLUTION

Control4 products are developed to work

on standards-based communication 

protocols. Unlike other companies that use 

a proprietary platform, the Control4 system 

adheres to IEEE (Institute of Electrical & 

Electronics Engineers) standards. Meaning, 

if you want to add or change features  

in your system, it’s easy.  

• Ethernet/IEEE  802.3

• WiFi/IEEE 802.11.b or IEEE 802.11.g

• ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4



Powerful, sleek products.
Suite Controllers

The “brains” of the operation, Suite Controllers provide the behind-the-scenes  

management over intelligent devices in the room.

Thermostats

Featuring bi-directional communication and seamless integration with the Control4 

network, wireless thermostats add an impressive array of climate-control functions 

that can interact with every other intelligent device in the room and help provide 

significant energy savings.

Interfaces

Sleek touch screens, intuitive remotes and on-screen navigators, and simple  

keypads let you give your guests easy-to-use control.

On-Screen - Using the Control4 System Remote Control, your guests will

enjoy total intelligent control from the televisions in the room.

Touch Screen - Control4 offers a variety of Touch Screens that give your guests 

total intelligent control from a convenient interactive screen.

System Remote Control - The System Remote Control SR-250 has a convenient 

OLED backlit display that provides list navigation and pre-set buttons for simple 

one-touch commands.

Keypads - Unlock the power of customizable, preset, one-touch control 

functionality with our elegant Keypads.

Lighting Control

Control4 Dimmers and Switches easily replace existing light switches, or plug into 

outlets to offer complete control of lights and electronic equipment without con-

struction hassles, so you can reduce utility bills, extend bulb life, conserve natural 

resources, and provide the convenience of pre-determined, one-touch lighting scenes.



Concierge service.
Control4® Suite Systems Concierge Service takes the personalized guest experience 

concept a step further, while helping hotels maximize business efficiency and 

deliver on green initiatives. Concierge Service allows hoteliers to select customizable 

digital applications that contribute to each guest’s unique, personalized experience. 

Guests can easily book reservations, learn about events and order services from the 

comfort of their hotel rooms. They can also interact with their own Facebook and 

Twitter pages on the flat-screen TV in their rooms, making appointments that fit 

within their ‘portal’ schedule of events:

Schedule application – offers a personalized calendar of events

Reservation application – allows guests to make reservations for spa 

treatments, dining reservations with the hotel and via Open Table, golf  

tee times and other activities offered by the property

Room service application – allows guests to request room service,

“turn down service,” towels and room cleaning

The customizable Hotel Application Store provides a platform through which hotels 

and resorts can select applications to offer their guests during their stay. Hotels also 

save printing-related costs and resources by eliminating the need for hard copy 

Compendium Books in each room.  With a digital compendium, information, events 

and room service menus can change instantly and often to accommodate real-time 

updates and daily specials.

“High-End Hotels Are 

Going Wireless

Upscale locations are adding  

high-tech systems that let guests  

control lights, curtains, alarm  

clocks and more.”

     – LOS ANGELES TIMES 



System management.
One of the most impressive features of a Control4® Suite Systems solution is one 

your guests will never see: the Web Management Console. Designed to give you full, 

detailed control of your guest rooms from a central, remote location, the software is 

easy to learn and use.

Web-based

Integrated PMS

Manage local and NOC properties

Service alerts

Network management

Guest preference engine

Quick view of network devices, battery devices, maintenance items  

        and room updates

HOTSOS integration: prioritize alert, scheduled maintenance

“The Hot Company at HITEC

Control4 was the company most  

frequently cited as a standout; even  

newly inducted hospitality technology  

hall of famer Fraser Hickox points to  

Control4 as the company that most  

piqued his interest this year.”

     – HOTELS: THE MAGAZINE OF THE 
        WORLDWIDE HOTEL INDUSTRY



Standard control packages.
 Platinum Gold Silver
 Luxury Guest-Room  Complete Guest-Room Energy Management
 Solution Solution Solution

HotSOS call ticketing system •  

PMS Integration • • •
Suite Controller SC-200 • •  •
7” table top touch screen •
Concierge services •
Doorbell, privacy, maid & door lock interfaces • •
Master switch & services • •
Bath lighting • •
Temperature control • • •
Drape control • 

Main lighting, lamp & scene control • •
Wireless interface for drapes & minibar • 

Wireless 2-way remote • •



Broad integration.
By seamlessly interacting with your hotel property management systems and  

networks, and enabling communication between electronic devices from virtually 

any vendor, Control4® Suite Systems makes it easy to implement partial or full  

guest room control. 

Marquee / DND / MUR

The Control4 system can be easily configured to react to door chimes, detect food 

carts that need to be retrieved by catering, and manage do-not-disturb, turn-down, 

make-up-room and service requests. The marquee is an exterior room door station 

which shows the room number and incorporates a doorbell feature for the room 

along with two LED lights showing if the room is in do-not-disturb mode or is  

waiting for maid service.

Door Lock Systems

Key cards can be easily programmed to trigger guest-room events, like automatically 

setting the “welcome” temperature, lighting and music the first time a guest enters a 

room. Maid keys can also be configured to activate certain lighting, temperature and 

electronics actions in the room. The key cards can also alert hotel staff to the door’s 

status – open, closed or locked.

Minibar

Through the Control4 navigation, guests are provided with information about  

the items in the mini bar from the intuitive on-screen interface. Minibars can be  

programmed into the system to show door activation, provide automated refill  

requests and more, creating an efficient way for property management to ensure 

that guests’ needs are always fulfilled with less demand on staff hours.



Drapes & Shades

Using the Control4 Suite Systems navigation, guests and staff can easily open,  

close or stop drapes and shades. This feature allows properties to maximize 

energy efficiencies, create welcoming environments for guests, and monitor 

the motors on the window coverings. Guests will enjoy the ability to personal-

ize their window covering settings automatically to preserve privacy, showcase 

views, and contribute to energy conservation.

Smart Network Switching

The Lorica Room Center is a managed converged network specifically designed 

to meet the needs of the hospitality industry. Two-plus years in the making, 

the LRC is a comprehensive solution that addresses hardware, software, wiring, 

management, security and support for a truly converged hotel IP network. All 

this while drastically reducing cabling costs and providing substantial efficien-

cies in ongoing support. 

Audio/Video

One remote controls any audio/visual equipment in the room including stereos, 

speakers, televisions, DVD players, iPod docks and more. The intuitive on-screen 

interfaces make it extremely easy for guests to navigate the music they listen to  

and the shows they watch.

LodgeNet

LodgeNet Interactive Corporation (NASDAQ: LNET) is the leading provider 

of media and connectivity solutions designed to meet the unique needs of 

hospitality, healthcare and other guest-based businesses. LodgeNet360TM is 

an integrated, cost-effective solution delivering digital video, broadband and 

telephone services with single-source convenience. LodgeNet360TM supports 

Control4 solutions as its primary technology for in room controls.



Raise the bar in 
your hotel.
With Control4® Suite Systems you can enhance the guest experience, reduce energy 

usage and enjoy substantial ROI. The hotels Control4 is working with are already seeing 

returns on their investment. They love that Control4 lets them save money, impress their 

guests, and be a leader on Going Green in their industry – all with very little effort.

To find out find out more about Control4 Suite Systems, visit:

www.Control4.com/suite-systems

www.Control4.com/suite-systems
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